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22 ABSTRACT

23 A method to determine the orientation and diameter distributions of mineral

24 wool fibre networks using X-ray tomography and image analysis is presented.

25 The method is applied to two different types of mineral wool: glass wool and

26 stone wool. The orientation information is obtained from the computation of the

27 structure tensor, and the diameter is estimated by applying a greyscale granu-

28 lometry. The results of the image analysis indicate the two types of fibres are

29 distributed in a 2D planar arrangement with the glass wool fibres showing a

30 higher degree of planarity than the stone wool fibres. The orientation infor-

31 mation is included in an analytical model based on a Euler–Bernoulli beam

32 approximation. The model enables prediction of the transverse stiffness. It is

33 indicated that the glass wool transverse stiffness is lower than the stone wool

34 transverse stiffness. Comparison with experimental results confirms the

35 assumption that the underlying deformation mechanism of mineral wool is the

36 bending of fibre segments between bonds.
37

38

39 Introduction
40

41 Mineral wool designates the fibrous materials

42 obtained by spinning or drawing mineral melts.

43 Three types of mineral wool exist: stone wool pro-

44 duced from volcanic rocks, glass wool whose raw

45 materials include sand and recycled glass and slag

46 wools obtained from the recycled products of blast

47furnaces. Among them, stone wool and glass wool

48materials are important due to the extensive use as

49thermal insulators in buildings. The compression

50behaviour is of interest as both materials experience

51compressive stresses during for example packing and

52transport. At low compressive strains, both materials

53present a linear elastic behaviour. Currently, the lit-

54erature is rather limited on this subject. The
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55 compressive behaviour of stone wool has been

56 studied in [1] but only in the nonlinear elastic regime

57 under compressive strains up to 95%. To improve the

58 compression properties of mineral wool products, an

59 understanding of the relationship between the

60 macroscopic linear elastic deformation of mineral

61 wool and the underlying single fibre behaviour and

62 fibre network structure is required. The characteri-

63 zation of the fibre network structure is needed to

64 explore this relationship.

65 The methods and tools for the characterization of

66 mineral wool are based on the analysis of 3D datasets

67 obtained by X-ray computed tomography (X-ray CT).

68 High-resolution X-ray CT has gained considerable

69 importance in the examination and 3D-characteriza-

70 tion of materials and industrial specimens in the last

71 decade [2–7]. Analysis of the X-ray CT data can

72 provide important microstructural characteristics, for

73 example, the orientation and the diameter distribu-

74 tions of the fibres. For sub-micrometre resolution, an

75 X-ray synchrotron set-up is usually needed. How-

76 ever, in the recent years the technology has evolved

77 to the point where laboratory X-ray sources and

78 optics are also able to produce data with sub-mi-

79 crometre resolution. In the field of textile research,

80 where fibres are a part of the structure, the yarn fibre

81 direction has been estimated from the analysis of 3D

82 X-ray micro-CT data [8–13]. Viguié et al. [14] pro-

83 posed a method for labelling and identifying contact

84 points of 3D datasets and Eberhardt and Clarke

85 introduced a technique to trace fibres in 3D datasets

86 of composites and textiles materials. The same tech-

87 nique is later implemented by Tausif et al. to measure

88 the orientation of segments of fibres in nonwovens

89 materials [15, 16]. The complex structure of the fibre

90 network in paper material has also been investigated

91 by X-ray CT in several studies. These include studies

92 of application of microtomography to paper [17],

93 fibre twist and aspect ratio [18], paper anisotropy and

94 heterogeneity using covariograms [19] and analysis

95 of the microstructure under different manufacturing

96 conditions [20, 21]. 3D X-ray micro-CT of stone wool

97 has been used for measuring the displacement field

98 during deformation [22, 23]. The deformation of the

99 imaged sample of stone wool was correlated to its

100 local density variations, but no other quantifications

101 were conducted. To obtain information about the

102 orientation distribution of the fibres, most image

103 analysis techniques require an individual fibre seg-

104 mentation as a prior step [24, 25]. For complex fibre

105networks such as mineral wool, individual fibre

106segmentation can be difficult and computationally

107expensive.

108Several studies have addressed the linear elastic

109properties of random networks, interpreted as solid

110networks or cellular structure. One of the earliest

111contributions, the analytical model of Gibson et al.

112[26] developed for foams expresses the macroscopic

113moduli of cellular materials as power laws in terms of

114the relative density. It has been applied for fibres

115network in [27] for stainless steel fibres, carbon fibres

116and glass fibres network cross-linked with epoxy.

117Clyne et al. [28] have also presented a simple ana-

118lytical model to predict the stiffness of metallic bon-

119ded fibres. These models assume that the fibre

120orientation distribution of the networks is either 2D

121random or 3D random. In summary, the existing

122characterization methods do not satisfactorily pro-

123vide information needed for study of deformation

124mechanics. In addition, fibre network models repor-

125ted in the literature should be further developed for

126more realistic representation of 3D elastic behaviour

127of fibre network. To develop an understanding of the

128mechanisms of deformation during compression, we

129propose here a methodology to characterize the

130structure of fibrous materials and derive an analytical

131model to estimate the transverse stiffness of the

132mineral wool networks using the results of the

133characterization. As there are currently no dedicated

134tools for the 3D characterization of mineral wool

135fibres network, we have implemented our own image

136analysis tools relying on the structure tensor to

137extract the fibre orientation information and using

138greyscale morphology to access the fibre diameter

139distribution. It is important to note that in this work

140the individual fibre segmentation is not a prerequisite

141for the estimation of the fibre orientation and diam-

142eter distribution. The methodology and model are

143applied to glass wool and stone wool products to

144study the differences at the fibre network scale

145between the two. The model we propose here can

146deal with every type of orientation distribution of the

147fibres. Indeed, the aim of the present paper is to

148quantify the fibre orientation and diameter of a glass

149wool and stone wool sample using image analysis of

150high-resolution X-ray CT and use the obtained char-

151acteristics as inputs in a simple analytical model

152predicting the transverse stiffness. Acquisition

153parameters for the X-ray CT, pre-processing of the

154datasets and details on the image analysis algorithms
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155 and modelling approach are outlined in the Materials

156 and methods section below. Results of the images

157 analysis and modelling for both types of mineral

158 wool are compared, and the findings are discussed in

159 the Results and discussion section.

160 Materials and methods

161 Materials

162 The mineral wool fibres studied are discontinuous

163 glass fibres with a typical diameter of 2 to 6 microme-

164 tres and a length varying frommillimetre to centimetre

165 scale. There are three types of industrially important

166 mineral wool: slag wool, glass wool and stone wool.

167 This study is focussing on stone wool and glass wool,

168 and therefore, only their production process will be

169 shortly described here. Stone wool fibre is normally

170 produced by a centrifuge process known as cascade

171 spinningwhere droplets of melts are drawn into fibres

172 by centrifugal forces. During the drawing of stone

173 wool fibres someof the spherical droplets known in the

174 industry as shots stay inside the final product. The

175 glass wool fibres are obtained by pouring melt into a

176 spinning cup. The fibres are drawn by centrifugal

177 forces, but no shots are formed during this process.

178 Binder and refined mineral oil are added to make the

179 material bothmechanically stable andwater repellent.

180 Subsequently, the stone wool and glass wool fibres

181 networks are heated in order to cure the binder. The

182 binder creates the bonds between the fibres and gives

183 dimensional stability to the final board. The samples

184 chosen for this study are taken from a semi-rigid

185 insulation board commercialized under the name

186 ROCKWOOL Flexibatts� with a density of approxi-

187 mately 34 kg/m3 and a glass wool insulation batt

188 commercialized under the name Isover Flex� with a

189 density of approximately of 22 kg/m3. Subsequently,

190 we will refer to the two materials as stone wool and

191 glass wool.

192 Image acquisition and pre-processing

193 The data used in this paper are acquired on a labo-

194 ratory scanner, ZEISS Xradia 410 Versa with a reso-

195 lution of 1–50 lm in samples of size 1–50 mm. Details

196 of the image acquisition and obtained voxel size for

197 the sample of glass wool and stone wool are pre-

198 sented in Table 1.

199A different objective and thus magnification was

200used for the glass wool sample because of its low

201fibre density. The reconstructed image data contain

202noise due to a number of factors, e.g. artefacts from

203the reconstruction algorithm, differences in the

204absorption coefficients of the materials and detector

205noise. A pre-processing step may therefore be needed

206to reduce the effect of the noise on the further anal-

207ysis. Linear filters, e.g. Gaussian filters, will blur the

208edges, which might lead to an overestimation of the

209size of the objects. For that reason, a median filter is

210used to pre-process the images.

211Orientation analysis

212The changes of orientation in an image are indicated

213by intensity variations. The first-order intensity

214variation is the gradient. To define the direction, a

215global framework is needed. However, most of the

216image operations to analyse direction are locally

217based. Therefore, to obtain the main orientation, one

218must average the local orientation and ensure that

219gradient vectors pointing in opposite directions do

220not cancel out but enhance each other. The gradient

221structure tensor, first introduced by Bigun et al. [29],

222overcomes this problem by computing the local gra-

223dient in a quadratic form. The structure tensor has

224successfully been used for object tracking, texture

225segmentation, flow estimation as well as orientation

226of complex patterns such as fingerprints [30–33].

227The gradient structure tensor is a tensor represen-

228tation of the inner product of the partial derivatives

229of the image. The gradient structure tensor is defined

230as:

J x; y; zð Þ ¼

fx; fxh iq fx; fy
� �

q
fx; fzh iq

fy; fx
� �

q
fy; fy
� �

q
fy; fz
� �

q

fz; fxh iq fz; fy
� �

q
fz; fzh iq

2

6

4

3

7

5
ð1Þ

232232where fi is the derivative of the image f in the direc-

233tion i and the weighted inner product between two

234images g and h is defined as:

Table 1 Parameters for data acquisition

Energy

(keV)

Objective Exposure

time (s)

Voxel size

(lm)

Glass

wool

80 109 4.0 1.71

Stone

wool

80 209 10.0 0.87
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g; hh iq¼ Kq � g � hð Þ ð2Þ

236236 where * denotes the convolution operator, � repre-

237 sents the inner product, and Kq is the Gaussian

238 weighting function that averages the orientation

239 within a neighbourhood. The integration scale q

240 should reflect the characteristic size of the texture

241 considered. Once the structure tensor has been

242 obtained for each voxel over a neighbourhood

243 defined by the scale q, the eigenvalues and eigen-

244 vectors are determined. We assume that the eigen-

245 values are ordered, i.e. ki � kiþ1. The eigenvector e3
246 corresponds to the smallest eigenvalue k3 and hereby

247 corresponds to the orientation with the lowest fluc-

248 tuations. For voxels belonging to a fibre, this will give

249 the orientation of the fibre locally. The eigenvectors

250 and the eigenvalues relate to the structure present in

251 the image. The orientation of the eigenvector e3 can be

252 described by two angles, the elevation angle h and the

253 azimuth angle u as follows:

e3 ¼
ex
ey
ez

8

<

:

9

=

;

¼
cos h cosu

cos h sinu

sin h

8

<

:

9

=

;

; h 2 0; p½ �;u 2 0; p½ � ð3Þ

255255 To present and interpret the results dealing with the

256 orientation information of the fibres, the elevation

257 and azimuthal angles will be used. The following

258 conventions are adopted with respect to the axis

259 system: the z axis represents the thickness direction

260 of the mineral wool sample. The angle h is the angle

261 between the z axis and the fibre direction. The angle

262 u measures the angle between the axis x and the

263 projection of the fibre direction in the x–y plane.

264 Implementation details

265 The computation of the structure tensor and the cal-

266 culation of the eigenvectors are written in MATLAB.

267 The image partial derivatives are obtained by con-

268 volving the input image with Scharr kernel [34].

269 Scharr operators are recognized as more accurate

270 than other common derivative operators. Once the

271 structure tensor is obtained, the eigenvalues and the

272 eigenvector are calculated using an analytical

273 expression so that the code is vectorized and to avoid

274 looping over all the voxels of the image.

275Diameter analysis

276The diameter distribution of the fibres is estimated

277using grey-level morphological granulometry, which

278has several advantages compared to the binary

279counterpart [35]. A granulometry is a sequence of

280openings with convex structuring elements of

281increasing size that simulates a sieving procedure

282with increasing mesh width. Distribution of dimen-

283sions in an image can be obtained by granulometry.

284The majority of the granulometry methods in the

285literature requires the conversion of the greyscale

286image into binary. For example, binary granulometry

287was successfully applied to medium density fibre-

288board (MDF) to determine the size distribution of

289fibres and sometimes of pores [36–39]. However,

290during the conversion from greyscale to binary ima-

291ges, some of the information is lost. For example, the

292voxels corresponding to the edge of the fibre are

293either set to the background or to the fibre and this

294will lead to errors in the estimation of the fibre

295diameter. It is therefore advantageous to work on

296greyscale images rather than binary when determin-

297ing the fibre diameter in images with a low

298resolution.

299For each voxel p of a greyscale image I, we can

300define the pattern spectrum of a granulometry

301PScn pð Þ as:

8n[ 0;PScn pð Þ ¼ u wn I pð Þð Þð Þ � u wn�1 I pð Þð Þð Þ ð4Þ

303303where wn is an opening with a structuring element of

304size n and u is a measure function.

305For example for a greyscale image, the measure

306function u can simply be the intensity of the voxel. If

307the structuring element is a ball of radius n, the pat-

308tern spectrum carries information about the distri-

309bution of the diameter of the fibres. Commonly, the

310size of the object at a voxel d(p) is expressed as the

311scale for which the pattern spectrum reaches its

312maximal value:

d pð Þ ¼ argmax
n

PScn pð Þ
� �

ð5Þ

314314However, for greyscale granulometry different max-

315imum values can be reached at different scales. To

316take this effect into account, the methodology pre-

317sented in [35] by Moreno and co-workers is adopted:

318the size of an object is computed as a combination of

319the values of the pattern spectrum at different scales.

320They also include in the expression for the size of an

321object a parameter to correct the bias induced by the

AQ2
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322 edge effect: the intensity of the voxels at the fibre

323 edges reflects the fact that the edges are a mixture of

324 the fibre and the background. Therefore, they should

325 contribute less to the measure of the diameter. The

326 resulting expression obtained by Moreno et al. for the

327 size of an object at a voxel p belonging to I, d(p) is:

d pð Þ ¼ 2

P

nPScn pð Þ
P

PScn pð Þ
�
M� I pð Þ

M�m
ð6Þ

329329 with M and m being the maximum and minimum

330 intensities of the image I, respectively.

331 Implementation details

332 The greyscale granulometry method is implemented

333 in MATLAB. Looping over the size of the structural

334 element and the pattern spectrum is obtained by

335 opening the image with the structural element built

336 according to the recommendations presented in [35].

337 Analytical model

338 To estimate the transverse stiffness of the mineral

339 wool fibre network, the deflection of a single fibre

340 segment under uniaxial compressive load in the z

341 direction is considered. The single fibre segment can

342 be represented by a Euler–Bernoulli beam clamped at

343 both ends and submitted to a concentrated load in its

344 centre. The clamped ends of the fibre segment model

345 the bonds of the mineral wool fibre network that we

346 consider rigid in this first modelling approach. Under

347 these conditions, the transverse deflection of the

348 beam d can be expressed as follows:

d ¼
Dz

sin h
¼

W sin hL3

3EfpD4
ð7Þ

350350 Dz is the deflection in the z direction, W is the

351 concentrated load applied at the middle of the fibre

352 segment, L is the mean fibre segment length (i.e. the

353 mean length between two bonds), Ef is the Young’s

354 modulus of the fibre, D is the mean fibre diameter,

355 and h is the elevation angle defined earlier. Figure 1

356 gives the definition of the different variables.

357 The strain in the z direction can be expressed as the

358 ratio of the transverse deflection over the initial

359 height projected by the fibre onto the z axis:

e ¼
Dz

z
¼

W sin2 hL2

3 cos hEfpD4
ð8Þ

361361This gives the following expression for the concen-

362trated load applied to the fibre:

W ¼
3e cos hEfpD

4

sin2 hL2
ð9Þ

364364The applied stress r to the mineral wool network

365generates the load W on each individual fibre seg-

366ment. These two quantities are related by:

r ¼

Z p

0

Z p

0

NfAW dhdu ð10Þ

368368where NfA is the number of fibre segments per unit

369sectional area. In that case, the unit area is the area

370with a director parallel to the z axis.

371The number of fibre segments per unit sectional

372area NfA was derived by Komori and Makishima [40]

373as:

NfA ¼ NfVlfX H;wð Þ! H;wð Þ ð11Þ

375375where

! H;wð Þ ¼

Z p

0

Z p

0

cos vj jX h;uð Þ sin hdhdu ð12Þ

377377The angles H;w give the orientation of the plane

378considered for the unit sectional area. And the

379quantity NfV represents the total number of fibres

Figure 1 Deflection of a single fibre segment under a concen-

trated load.
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380 contained in the unit volume with mean fibre length lf
381 and fibre volume fraction f:

NfV ¼
4f

lfpD2
ð13Þ

383383 The function X h;uð Þ is the probability density func-

384 tion of the fibre orientation distribution. It is sub-

385 mitted to the normalization condition:
Z p

0

Z p

0

X h;uð Þ sin hdhdu ¼ 1 ð14Þ

387387 In the case studied here, the unit sectional area has

388 the axis z as a normal vector. The expression for the

389 average number of fibre segments per unit sectional

390 area then becomes:

NfA ¼ NfVlfX h;uð Þ cos h ¼
4f

pD2
X h;uð Þ cos h ð15Þ

392392 Replacing Eqs. 15 in 10 and averaging over all the

393 possible fibre orientations h;uð Þ yields to:

r ¼
12Ef fe

L
D

� �2

Z p

0

Z p

0

cos2 h

sin h
X h;uð Þdhdu ð16Þ

395395 The transverse stiffness can be identified as:

E�
zz ¼

12Ef f

L
D

� �2

Z p

0

Z p

0

cos2 h

sin h
X h;uð Þdhdu ð17Þ

397397 The only unknown in the above expression is the

398 mean fibre segment length as the other variables

399 relating to the orientation distribution and the mean

400 diameter of the fibres can be estimated experimen-

401 tally using the methods described earlier. To evaluate

402 this quantity, we use the model developed by Komori

403 and Makishima [41] giving the mean number of fibre

404 contact points in fibrous materials. The mean distance

405 between fibre contact points is given by:

L ¼
pD

8If
ð18Þ

407407 I ¼

Z p

0

Z p

0

J h;uð ÞX h;uð Þ sin hdhdu ð19Þ

409409 J h;uð Þ ¼

Z p

0

Z p

0

X h;uð Þ sinv sinhdh0 du0 ð20Þ

411411
sinv ¼ 1� cos h cos h0 þ sin h sin h0 cos u� u0ð Þð Þ

2
� �1=2

ð21Þ

413413 J h;uð Þ is the mean angle between the fibres, while

414 sinv is the angle between two arbitrary fibres and I a

415 factor reflecting the fibre orientation.

416Replacing the expression of the mean distance

417between fibre contact points in Eq. (17) yields to:

E�
zz ¼

3Ef I
2f3

16p2

Z p

0

Z p

0

cos2 h

sin h
X h;uð Þdhdu ð22Þ

419419In the model derived here, the final expression for the

420transverse modulus is only a function of the orien-

421tation of the segment of fibres, the fibre Young’s

422modulus and its volume fraction.

423Experimental determination
424of the transverse compression modulus

425The compression testing of the specimens was

426determined according to the requirements of EN 826

427(1996). The compression speed is adjusted to

428d/10 mm per minute (where d means the thickness

429of the test specimens in mm). The test specimen is

430compressed uniaxially in the thickness direction at a

431constant speed, and the force/deformation curve is

432recorded. The stress/strain curve is obtained, and the

433initial linear elastic part is used to determine the

434compression modulus. The test is performed on

435specimens with a thickness corresponding to the

436initial product thickness (100 mm for glass wool and

437140 mm for stone wool) and cut to a width of 100 and

438a length of 100 mm. The test is conducted on two

439specimens for each type of mineral wool.

440Results and discussion

441Fibre volume fraction and Young’s modulus

442The theoretical densities of the fibres are calculated

443based the chemical composition of the mineral wool

444fibres. The fibre volume fraction is estimated using

445the ratio of the product density over the fibre density.

446For the stone wool material, the fibre volume fraction

447is calculated considering that the material contains a

448weight fraction of 24.6% of shots. The theoretical

449Young’s moduli of the glass wool and stone wool

450fibres are calculated according to the equation pre-

451sented in [42]:

Ef ¼ 83:6Vt

X

GiXi ð23Þ

453453where Vt is the packing density, Gi the dissociation

454energy of the ith oxide, and Xt is the mole fraction of

455component i of an oxide glass. The packing density

456and dissociation energies are listed in [42]. The
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457 parameters obtained from the references and used

458 here are overall averages.

459 The results are listed in Table 2.

460 Fibre orientation distribution

461 The orientation information of the two fibre networks

462 is extracted from the eigenvectors of the structure

463 tensor. Because each voxel belonging to the fibre

464 contains the orientation information, the distributions

465 obtained are volume weighed. The orientation of the

466 fibre network is described by the variations of the

467 azimuthal and elevation angles. The histograms of

468 the elevation angles and the polar plots of the azi-

469 muth angles are given in Fig. 2. Both distributions of

470 the elevation angles present a peak at approximately

471 90� showing that the two networks have a preferen-

472 tially laminar structure. The histogram of the glass

473 wool fibre network exhibits a narrower distribution

474 than the one observed in the stone wool material

475 indicating a higher degree of laminar arrangement of

476 the glass wool fibres. The polar histograms of the

477 azimuth angles of the glass wool fibres network show

478 that a high density of fibres oriented with an azi-

479 muthal angle of p/6. On the other hand, the polar

480 plot of the stone wool azimuthal angles indicates

481 more uniformity in the distribution of the angles and

482 thus a slightly higher degree of isotropy of the stone

483 wool fibres in the x–y plane.

484 A 3D rendering of the two materials is shown in

485 Figs. 3 and 4. The colour scale of the image represents

486 the variations of the azimuthal and elevation angles

487 used to describe the local orientation information of a

488 fibre. The renderings corroborate the analysis of the

489 histograms plots: the colour of the 3D data repre-

490 senting the variations of the elevation reflects that the

491 majority of the fibres are contained in the x–y plane.

492 The 3D renderings show that for both materials, some

493 of the fibres are arranged in a tuft: they are oriented

494 in the same direction and located at a short distance

495 from each other.

496Fibre diameter distribution

497To evaluate the performance of the greyscale granu-

498lometry, the distributions are compared to distribu-

499tions obtained from 2D measurements of the fibre

500diameter in the SEM according to the protocol pre-

501sented in [43]. Three samples are extracted from each

502of the two products, and the fibres are chopped,

503mixed in a solution with water and filtered through a

504membrane. The membrane is then fixed to a micro-

505scopy stub. Two stubs are prepared for each mineral

506wool. If the difference between the mean fibre

507diameters obtained for each stub is superior to

5080.5 lm, then two additional stubs are prepared and

509measured. For the samples examined in this paper,

510this was not necessary. As the distribution of the

511fibres diameter given by the greyscale granulometry

512is volume weighted and the SEM based are length

513weighted, the obtained diameter distributions are

514transformed into a length weighted distribution by

515taking the value of the thickness of the fibres at their

516medial axis. The distribution obtained from the glass

517wool sample has a mode located at approximately

5186 lm, while the distribution of the stone wool fibres

519reveals one peak located at approximately 5 lm. By

520comparison to the SEM-based method, the greyscale

521granulometry fails to measure the thinnest fibres,

522especially for the glass wool dataset with the largest

523voxel size. Thus, the mean diameters returned by the

524measurements on the 3D datasets are 1–2 lm higher

525than the mean diameters obtained by the SEM

526method. The SEM measurements indicate that the

527glass wool and stone wool fibres follow a log-normal

528distribution with a similar mean diameter, but the

529shoulder of the distribution towards large diameters

530is broader for the glass wool fibres (Fig. 5).

531Modelling and comparison
532with experimental results

533The orientation distributions needed for the analyti-

534cal model are extracted from the characterization of

535the fibre network measured with X-ray tomography.

536The mean fibre segment length is estimated from the

537mean diameters obtained with the SEM measure-

538ments. The transverse modulus is calculated accord-

539ing to Eq. 22 using the experimentally determined

540orientation distribution of the two sets of data. The

541transverse modulus is also determined experimen-

542tally by submitting stone wool and glass wool

Table 2 Fibre characteristics

Glass wool Stone wool

Fibre density (kg/m3) 2554 2840

Fibre volume fraction (%) 0.86 0.90

Fibre Young’s modulus (GPa) 70.32 99.12

AQ3
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543 samples to a uniaxial compressive load in the thick-

544 ness direction of the product (z axis) and recording

545 the load as a function of the deflection. The samples

546 submitted to the compression testing originate from

547 the same products from which the samples for the

548 X-ray tomography characterization have been

549 extracted. The results along with the fibre volume

550 fraction are summarized in Table 3.

551 The predicted transverse moduli are substantially

552 close to the experimentally determined transverse

553 moduli, confirming that the main deformation

554 mechanism of the mineral wool fibre network is the

555 bending of the fibre segments between bonds. The

556 slight overestimation observed could be explained by

557 the overly rigid boundary conditions introduced at

558 the ends of each beam representing the fibre segment.

559 The lower transverse moduli of glass wool com-

560 pared to stone wool can be partly attributed to the

561difference in the fibre orientation distribution

562observed for the two materials. This result suggests

563that the properties of mineral wool fibre network can

564be tailored by controlling the fibre structure inside

565the material and open rooms for optimization of

566mineral wool products. The resolution of X-CT is

567approximately up to 1 mm. However, the greyscale

568analysis enabled more significant figures of the mean

569fibre diameters and subsequently the predicted

570transverse moduli.

571Conclusion

572X-ray CT was used to investigate the fibre structure

573of a glass wool and a stone wool sample. The struc-

574ture tensor is employed to estimate the orientation

575distribution of fibres, and a greyscale granulometry

Figure 2 Histogram plots of the angular distributions of elevation angles (top), azimuthal angles (bottom) for stone wool (left) and glass

wool (right).
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576 method is applied to obtain the diameter distribution

577 of the fibres. The comparison of the distributions

578 returned by greyscale granulometry and 2D analysis

579 of SEM pictures shows that the analysis fails to

580 measure accurately the diameter of thin fibres. The

581 results of the image analysis indicate that both glass

582wool and stone wool present some similarities in

583their fibre structure, but the following main differ-

584ences were noted:

585• The fibres present a more planar structure in the

586glass wool sample than in the stone wool sample.

Figure 3 3D renderings of the angular variations of the stone wool fibres of azimuthal angles (top), elevation angles (bottom) displayed in

the XY plane (left) and XZ plane (right).
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587 • The glass wool fibres present a wider distribution

588 towards large diameters than the stone wool

589 fibres.

590 The origin of the observed variation in the fibre ori-

591 entation could be attributed to a different formation

592 process of the fibre network for stone wool and glass

593 wool.

594The single deflection of a fibre segment is derived

595using the Euler–Bernoulli beam approximation. From

596there, the overall macroscopic stress and strain

597applied to the mineral wool fibre network are

598obtained and lead to an expression for the transverse

599modulus as a function of the fibre orientation distri-

600bution, Young’s modulus and volume fraction.

601Using the orientation distribution, the transverse

602modulus of glass wool and stone wool is predicted.

Figure 4 3D renderings of

the angular variations of the

glass wool fibres of azimuthal

angles (top), elevation angles

(bottom) displayed in the XY

plane (left) and XZ plane

(right).
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603 The obtained values are in agreement with experi-

604 mental results confirming the assumption that the

605 main deformation mechanism of mineral wool is the

606 bending of the segment of fibres between bonds is

607 accurate. Furthermore, both the model and the

608 experimental results point out that glass wool is less

609 stiff than stone wool due to difference in the fibre

610 properties and arrangement in the material. The

611 methodology developed in this work provides new

612 descriptors to quantify the mineral wool product at a

613 microscopic scale. These new descriptors will help

614 explaining differences in product properties

615 observed from one factory line to another. For

616 example, different techniques are employed in the

617 ROCKWOOL Group to collect the fibres after the

618 fibre formation resulting in a different arrangement

619 of the fibres. The effect of the fibre collection can now

620 be quantified with the developed methodology.

621 Future studies will focus on obtaining a complete

622 characterization of mineral wool fibre networks using

623X-Ray CT and image analysis. This will include

624developing a fibre tracking method to estimate the

625fibre length distributions as well as the density of

626contacts between the fibres. The results of the char-

627acterization will also be included in an improved

628analytical model for the stiffness of mineral wool.
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Figure 5 Histogram plots of the fibre diameter distribution of stone wool (left) and glass wool (right).

Table 3 Characteristics of the

glass wool and the stone wool Glass wool Stone wool

Fibre volume fraction (%) 0.86 0.90

Mean fibre diameter (lm) 4.11 4.01

Mean fibre segment length (mm) 1.80 1.64

Predicted transverse modulus (kPa) 1.28 3.18

Experimental transverse modulus (kPa) 1.40 ± 0.03 3.91 ± 0.20
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